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CDX RADAR TESTS 
` Devil's Battery, Halifax, N.S., April 1943 

SUMMARY OF REPORT 

This report summarises tests performed at Devil's Battery, 
Halifax, N.S. in April, 1943 on the prototype CDx equipment. 

The CDx is a 10 cm. fire-control Radar equipment. It includes 
its own displacement convertor. It is featured by its ability to 
determine fall-of-shot spotting data in both range and bearing. 

The tests included accuracy checks in tracking surface targets, 
sensitivity checks in detecting fall-of-shot, and accuracy checks in 
Spotting fall-of-shot. .The entire system of optical instruments in 
Halifax Fortress was used for calibrating the CDx. 

This report includes large numbers of plots of optical and 
CDx fixes, enabling the relative reliabilities of the different ` 
systems to be evaluated. In general the optical target locations 
were reliable to within 15 yards. 

On small targets the CDx met its specified accuracy of 25 yards 
and 10 minutes.On large targets there is uncertainty in fixing the 
actual location of the target such that it is difficult to evaluate 
the CDx accuracy, but the above accuracy figures were met approximately. 

Fall-of-shot was located, within the operational limits of the 
CDx, to approximately 50 yards in range and 10 minutes in bearing. 
It was shown that the range spotting error must be at least 160 гі 
for the proper operation of the portion of the equipment. 

With the брх paraboloids at an elevation of 110 feet Above 
M.S.L., the following approximate limiting ranges of detection were 
founds 

Small targets (M.T.B.'s, etc.) 15,000 yards 
Large targets (freighters, etc.) 35,000 yards 
Very large targets (passenger liners) over 42,000 yards 
Fall-of-shot of 9.2" Service 23,000 yards 

А.Р.С. shells 
Fall-of-shot of 9.2" Inert-filled 16,000 yards 

pracvies-’ shot 
9,2" projectile in flight at least 8,000 yards. 

Plots recorded on Devil's Battery T.F.D. indicated that the 
CDx produced smooth tracking rates in range and bearing. 

The CDx was shown to be free from interference from aircraft 
echoes while tracking surface targets. 
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The Cx таз shown to be free from false echoes of atmospheric 
origin. 

Various modifications were found necessary in the CDx as a 
result of these trials. These will eliminate drifts in range and 
bearing, both of which were troublesome. An improved bearing drive 
was found essential. Many minor refinements to improve the ease of 

operation were also found desirable. 

| The following factors were indicated as being desirable for 
operational drill: 

(a) To range by battery fire at 5-second intervals, instead 
of by salvo fire. 

If necessary, to bracket for line by deliberately 
throwing range off, and then correcting for range. 

(b) 

Important magslip errors were found during these tests, which 
appear to place serious restrictions on the over-all accuracy of а 
fire control system unless greater care is taken in their instal- 
lation and maintenance. 

It will be desirable to repeat these КЕНГЕ with а CDx incor- 
porating all refinements. This report includes suggestions for such 
tests. 

CONCLUSIONS - From these tests it was concluded that the CDx 
is a very satisfactory Radar fire control equipment. Chapter 4 of 
this report is devoted to detailed conclusions. 

This report also includes discussions of the performance of 
the optical equipment used during the trials, of Devil's Battery. 
Artillery equipment and of Duncan's Cove and Osborne Head permanent 
CD Radars. 
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CDX RADAR TESTS 

DEVIL'S BATTERY, HALIFAX, N.S», APRIL, 19 

NOTE: Although this report is published by the National Researeh 
Council, it has been prepared jointly by the Directorate of Artillery, 
N.D.H.Q., and the Radio Branch of the National Research Council. Personnel 
of the two organizations have co-operated on the entire project, both in 
conducting the tests and in the compilation and examination of results. 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.10 OBJECT OF TESTS | 

1,11 (A) То determine the operational performance of the CDx with respect 
"ˆ" to: 

(1) Accuracy in locating Ше position. T Section 4.2) 
(2) Accuracy in locating fall-of shot. (See Section 4.2 and 

Chapter IIT) 
(3) Operational limits in regard to: 

(a) Detection of targets. (See Section 4.1) 
(b) Detection of fall-of-shot. (See Section 441) 

(4) Ability to produce smooth tracking rates. (See 
paragraphs 3.08 and 3.09) 

1.12 (В) To determine desirable modifications for production CDx units, 
including determining the most convenient m ice of opcrating 
controls. (See Section 4.4) 

1.13 (с с) To determine the basis Гог a suitable operating drill when 
using the CDx for giving fall-of-shot EES ge data. (See 
Section 4.6) 

1.14 (D) "By-product" results included assessment of the operational 
performance of the following systems: 

(1) Osborne Head and Duncan's Cove Radars relative to CDx. 
(See Chapter VIII) 

(2) Halifax Fortress optical system. (See Chapter V) 4 
(3) Devil's Battery fire control equipment. (See Chapter VI) 

1.15 In general, these tests were conducted to determine the suita- 
bility and accuracy of the prototype CDx equipment as a fire 
control instrument for Coast Artillery Batteries. Particular 
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emphasis was placed on checking the CDx operation ' in shell- 
splash spotting, since it is believed to be among the first Radar 
equipments developed, to incorporate this feature. 

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF CDx шиний 

1.247070) thie Gi eqtiipment’ ia'an adüptstion “of the GÜ MX-III-O Radar 
| set for Coast Defence purposes. Considerable simplification is 

possible over the A/A application since the CDx is non-mobile and 
supplies data in two dimensions only. 

1.22 The CDx operates on 10 cm. No common T-R system is used, the 
twin 48-inch paraboloids of the GL Mk.III-C having been retained. 

1.23 The operating position will normally be underground, but for 
these tests was located in a hut above ground. The transmitting 
and receiving equipment is installed in a small rotating housing 
mounted on a 5-foot steel framework; normally this assembly, which 
is the only exposed portion of the equipment, will be very near the 
ground, but for these tests was mounted on a 30-foot wooden tower, 
which placed the antenna system at an elevation of 110 feet above 
sea-level. This is considered to be nearly the minimum acceptable 

height for installation of the equipment for counter-bombardment 
use. Photograph Fig.46 shows the equipment on site. 

1,24 The equipment is designed for nominal accuracies of 25 yards 
in range and 10 minutes in bearing. The upper mechanical limit of 
accurate range measurement is 37,000 yards, with approximate range 
measurement available above this value. Accurate measurement is 
possible down to zero range, there p no minimum range restriction 
as in the ease of GL Mk.III-C. 

1.25 . А displacement convertor is an integral part of the equipment; 
it will accommodate a displacement of up to 1000 yards from the 
Battery Pivot. During the tests described herewith, а displacement 
of about 400 yards was used. 

1.26 The CDx transmits ranges and bearings by magslips to the Battery 
Fire Control equipment. The equipment is capable of supplying 
continuous data varying at smooth rates as to present target position, 
and in addition, supplies fall-of-shot spotting data for both hearing 
and range without interrupting the smooth flow of present target 
position data. The ability to obtain spotting data is an out” 
standing feature of the equipment. 

1.3 SUMMARY OF TESTS 

1.31 ` Tests were based оп one specific procedure, namely, simultaneous 
tracking of surface target with the CDx equipment and with optical 
equipment. All optical instruments in the Halifax Fortress area 
were uged during these tests, details of which are given jn 
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Section 1.4. From the large amount of optical data compiled, 
reasonably accurate and self-consistent determinations of target 

· position by аланда ор were obtained. 

1.33 

Тһе. tests varied in the sizes, sene: and ranges of the targets 

used. The tests served two specific functions, that of checking the 

ability of the CDx to determine present position and rate of a target, 

and-that of determining its ability to control the fire of a battery, 

including supplying present position data to the T.F.D., as well as 
providing fall-of-shot spotting data for putting the battery onto 
target. 

The following detailed tests were carried out, their approximate 
courses being shown in Fig.l, 

Tests 1 & 2 ` Short range accurate calibration to determine the 

CDx accuracy in locating present position of a 
moving target. 

Test Investigation of operation of CDx spotting controls. 

Test 4 Determination of ability of CDx to detect splashes 

: at medium ranges. 

Test 5 Determination of extent of interference to CDx by 
aircraft in аваз x: naval target. 

Test 6 Check of overall accuracy of CDx and battery fire- 
| control system through to guns. 

Test "7 “Long range accurate calibration of CDx using large 

liner as target. 

Tests 8 & 9 Check on operation of CDx in role of battery range 
finder by conducting firing trial. 

Test 9A Determination of limits of sensitivity of CDs in 
detecting shell i pd of таг таа pratt gay 

shots. - я 

Tests 10 & 11 Determination of limits of sensitivity of CDx in 

detecting shell splashes of Service А.Р.С. shells, 

· ађ extreme ranges, | 

Test 12 Determination of suitable procedure for battery 

. . fire to enable CDx to give spotting data to indivi- 

dual splashes. 

Test 13 Check on susceptibility of срх to false echoes of 

atmospheric origin. 
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1.4 OPTICAL EQUIPMENT USED IN TESTS 

1.41 The Halifax Fortress Range-Finding System, augmented by certain 
battery В.0.Р.!5 ав listed below, was used throughout to determine 
accurate pr dum fixes of the target and shell splashes. 

Station | ‘Asimuth. Fall-of Shot 
| | Instrument Instrument 

POEM Р.О.Р. D.P.F. Telescope Stereo No, ЈА 

Whitehead F.0.P. No, 10 Director Telescope S EEG No. 14 

Chebucto Bty. Def. B.O.P. BD.R.F. Mk.V Nil 

Sandwich Ву. Cl. Def. — D.R.F. Mk;III Nil 
В.О.Р, А; 

‘Spion Kop Р.0,Р. No. 10 Director Те! звсоре Stereo Ко, ЈА 

Devil's Bty. С.В. B.O.P.  D.P.F. онц 

Flandrum F.0.P. D.P:F. Telescope Stereo No. 1A 

1.42 In addition, for certain of the tests, transits were operated at 
Devil's Battery Pivot and at the CDx site. 

1.43 During firing trials (tests 8 to 12 incl.) aerial photographs 
were taken of fall-of-shot to check the Fortress location of same. 

Aerial spotting data were also obtained for а check with various other 

spotting systems. 

1.44 ` The locations of “all stations are shown in Fig.l. 

1.5 ARTILLERY EQUIPMENT USED IN TESTS 

1.51 Firing trials were conducted with Devil's Battery consisting of 

3 - 9,2" B.L. Mk.X guns оп Mk. VII Mountings together with the standard 
fire control equipment installed at that battery. 

1.52 | Tests were arranged in an endeavour to gain the maximum of 

information from the expenditure of a limited quantity of ammunition 

consisting of:- 

6 - Full Charge Service Rounds A.P.C. 

12 - Full Charge Practice Shot 

17 - 3/4 Charge Practice Shot. 
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CHAPTER 11. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN CDx COMPONENTS 

2.0 Introduction | 

2.01 In order that a true appreciation of the operation of the CDx 
be obtained, it will be necessary to describe in detail certain of 
its components. 

2.1 Measurement of Range 

2.11 In common with most Radar equipment, the CDx transmits short 
pulses of radio energy. The reflections of these pulses by the 
target are detected by the CDx and the time taken for the reflected 
pulse to return to the CDx is determined as the measurement of 
range. This measurement is effected on the cathode-ray-tube 
presentation portion of the CDx by means of a standard 1000-yard 
crystal oscillator and goniometer phase-shifter. 

2.12 The CDx radiated pulse has a length representing about 160 
yards. Thus a target echo produces an indication resembling the 
following: (note = time and range read from left to right in these 
sketches). 

The measurement of range is effected by matching the front edge of 
the echo with that of a "notch" which is produced on the same trace 
by the accurate ranging goniometer portion of the CDx, thus: 

Notch with no echo 

Notch with echo matched for range. 
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The notch is normally about 200 yards long. 

This simple situation occurs when the target is concentrated 
at one range from the CDx. If the target has appreciable sise, or 
consists of several distinct reflectors at different ranges, separate 
echoes will be obtained from its different parts. The general effect 
of this is to make the received pulse appear longer (in time duration) 
than that from a point target. In fact, if the target is 40 yards 
long, the echo will appear to be 200 (i.e. 160 + 40) yards long, 
since the echoes from the entire length of the target overlap and 
appear to merge into one longer echo. This may be illustrated as 
follows: 

(A) Echo from point target | | 

| | | 
(B) Echo from point target 

| 
| 

40 yards farther in | ! 
range than (A) | | 

(С) Echo from two point | 
targets separated 
40 yards 

It is obvious that this type of display and range measurement 
as used in the CDx will have two important characteristics. 

1. The range measured will always be that to the nearest 
reflecting portion of the target. 

г. The echo from any target.will always be 160 yards longer 
than the target itself. From this is follows that two 
targets must be separated by at least 160 yards in range 
if separate echoes are to be obtained from them (provided 
they are within a few degrees for bearing. 

These features have an important bearing on the operation of the CDx. 
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2.2 Measurement of Bearing 

2.21 То make possible the accurate determination of bearing, 
the horizontal response characteristic of the CDx receiving 
antenna is varied rapidly (at approximately 43 cycles) between 
two symmetrically disposed positions. The two polar patterns 
resemble the following: 

A ха) 

В x (3) 

It will be seen that a target at 1 will give a stronger signal 
when pattern A is used, at 3 will be stronger on pattern B, and 
at 2 will give equal signals on both patterns. The basis of 
bearing measurement lies in physically rotating the antenna until 
the echoes from both patterns are equal in signal strength. 

2.22 The comparison of signal amplitudes from the two patterns 
18 carried cut in the integrator unit of the CDx. This unit 
operates only on those signals appearing in the range measuring 
noteh previously referred to. It operates а "oentre-sero" meter 
which indicates sero only when the average values of the signals 
in the notch are equal for both antenne patterns. If the СОх 
18 not directed exactly at the target, the signal from one pattern 
will be greater than that from the other, and the integrator meter 
will be deflected from its centre position. 

2.23 It 18 apparent that for a simple point target, ог a long 
one which is collinear with the line of sight from the CDx, the 
bearing obtained will be exactly that of the target. Гог a 
target whioh is all the same range from the CDx, but distributed 
in bearing, the bearing indicated will be the mean bearing to the 
entire target. 

2.24 Thus two important cases of large targets in Coast Defence 
work have been 0088140г04: 

(а) А long ship end on = true bearing із obtained. 

(b) А long ship broadside = bearing to the approximate 
centre of the ship ie obtained, 

2.05 One other important case also arises, that of а long ship 
at ae inolination to the CDx, which may be represented 
as OWS! 
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It is to be emphasised again that the CDx integrator operates only 
on signals included in the range measuring notch, (See para. 2.22) 
which is 200 yards long. It must also be remembered that the 
leading edge of the notch is matched with the portion of the target 
nearest to the CDx (See para. 2.12). Assume that the target is of 
such a length and inclination that the range difference between 
the nearest and farthest portions is 300 yards. Thus an echo 460 
yards long will be obtained (See para. 2.142). Since the notch is 
only 200 yards long, not all of the echo will be used by the 
integrator in determining bearing. 

2.26 It is obvious first of all that the echo from the entire 
portion of the target in the first 40 yards from the CDx is 
completely included in the notch. It will also be seen that the 
echo from a point on the target 200 yards from the nearest point 
will just miss being included in the notch. Thus for portions of 
the target in the region from 40 to 200 yards from the nearest 
point, only a fraction of the echo will be used in the determination 
of bearing. It is thus to be expected that the bearing indicated 
to the target will be that of a point somewhere between 20 and 200 
yards from the nearest point. It is, in fact, possible to determine 
а "weighting factor" curve which will indicate the relative impor- 
tances of different parts of the target in the determination of 
bearing. This curve holds for all target sizes and inclinations, 
and will be altered only if the notch or pulse lengths vary. This 
curve is as follows: 

WEIGHTING 
FACTOR. 

Range relative to leading edge of notch. 

2.27 This discussion Нав so far assumed that the target is 
uniform, namely that the echoes from each unit length of it are 
equal. It is obvious that if the target includes some prominent 
concentrated feature (such as а large funnel or other вирег- 
structure) producing a larger echo than the balance of the target, 
this will have additional weight in the determination of bearing. 
The apparent bearing in such a case would be shifted toward the 
prominence. 

2.28 The general effect of this factor is that, for a long 
target inclined to the line of sight from the CDx, the bearing 
measured will be that of some point part way along the target, 
whereas the range indicated will be that of the nearest portion 
of the target. 
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2.3 Measurement of Range Spotting Data 

2.31 The column of water produced by а large calibre shell 
splash produces an echo in the CDx similar to that from a ship 
target. The determination of range spotting data consists of 
measuring the range difference between the target and the splash. 

- This.is carried out by means of a graduated scale provided in 
front of the C.R.T. trace. 

2.32 Reusing the target is being accurately tracked, the 
display appears as follows before the splash echo appears (вее 
para. 2.12); 

When the splash echo arises, the trace appears as follows: 

2,33 A scale is engraved on the transparent face of the С.В. Т. 
box, and is graduated in yards, plus and minus. The combination 
of trace and scale resembles the following: 

нү АНИ а 
- 1000. – 500 О . 4500 +1000 

It is obvious that the range error in this case is roughly -450 yards. 

2.34 The accuracy of this range error measurement depends on the 
following factors: 

1. The setting of the target echo opposite sero on the range 
error scale. This is normally adjusted at each round, 
‘and thus should contribute no errors. 

2. The жарайд! ор of the sweep corresponding to that indicated 
on the scale. This adjustment is normally made with 3 
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accurate 1000 yard marke; pulses which are available in 

the CDx. Experience indicates that this adjustment is 

maintained well after being made initially. 

3. The linearity of the sweep. No adjustment is available 

for this, but the circuits used produce sweeps which are 

inherently linear. Moreover, since the adjustment of 

para. 2.342 produces exact agreement at the points -1000, 

O and + 1000 yards, the possible errors at intermediate 

points are correspondingly minimized. 

д. Тһе discrimination possible in reading splash position. 

Normally errors from this source do not exceed 50 yards. 

2.35 It is apparent that the type of display used causes no соп- 

fusion when the target and splash echoes are completely separate. 

When the splash and target are close enough together that the echoes 

overlap, a certain amount of difficulty is experienced. This will 

occur when the range error is less than 160 yards. When this error 

is negative, it is still possible to operate with errors less than 

160 yards, since the leading edge of the splash echo occurs outside 

the target echo. When the error is positive and less than 160 yards, 

the operation is difficult since the leading edge of the splash echo 

is merged with the target echo. However, some indication is generally 

obtained with errors greater than 100 yards. Naturally less difficulty 

is experienced when the splash echo is much stronger than the target 

echo, but this unfortunately is not usually the case. 

2.4 Measurement of Bearing Spotting Data 

2.42 Тһе CDx integrator is used in the determination of bearing 

deviation to the shell splash echo. It is necessary to place the 

splash echo in the notch in order for the integrator to operate on 

it. This is effected by providing the range operator with a secondary 

notch which he substitutes for the normal tracking notch at "look-in". 

Immediately upon the splash echo appearing, the range operator 

brackets it with this new notch, which is adjustable in position by 

a control readily available to him. Sinde this new notch operates the 

integrator instead of the tracking notch previously used, the integ- 

rator meter deflects if the splash is not on bearing. The bearing 

operator is provided with a control by which he rapidly restores the 

integrator meter to zero. A calibrated scale on this control indicates 

the bearing error. 

2.42 The operation of this portion of the CDX is naturally difficult 

if the splash and target echoes overlap (i.e. range error less than 

160 yards) (See para. 2.35). If the target echo is not too much 

stronger than the splash echo, some indication will Бе obtained even 

under these conditions, but the indication will be too small. This 

is inherent in the Radar technique employed in the CDx. 
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The main difficulty with the operation of this portion of the 
equipment is the fact that the shell splash echo may last only a 
couple of seconds. This gives the bearing operator very little time 
in which to set his control, 

Another factor involved is the time-constant of the A.V.C. 
circuit. For various reasons this cannot be reduced from its present 
value of 5 seconds, which is longer than the duration of the splash. 
Since splash echoes are frequently weaker than target echoes, this 
often means that the receiver and integrator operate temporarily at 
reduced sensitivity on the splash echo. This results in the apparent 
bearing error being too small. Further study is required on this 
point. It is likely that a new technique of bearing error scale 
calibration will be required. The scale has previously been cali- 
brated from fixed echoes, with no allowance being made for the short 
duration of the splash echoes. 

Although the various factors involved in the bearing error 
circuits tend to make its readings too small when used on splashes 
rather than permanent targets, nevertheless the direction of the 
error should always be correctly indicated. 

Methods of Reading Data Determined by CDx 

Since the CDx includes its own displacement converter, two sets 
of target position data are available from it, one referred to the 
CDx position and the other to the Battery Pivot position. 

Ranges as of the CDx position can be read only on mechanical 
pointers at the operating position. Battery Pivot range is available 
only as magslip information, and can be read at the CDx on the Range 
Receivers of the magslip test box. 

Bearing. as of the CDx position is developed by the Bearing Data 
Magslip Gearbox in the base of the tower; this bearing is available 
only as magslip information, and may be read at the CDx on the 
Bearing Receivers of the magslip test box. Approximate CDx bearing 
(accurate to within 10 minutes) is also available from mechanical 
dials on the front panel of the displacement converter at the 
operating position; 1% is subject to any inaccuracy in the азгто 
system for automatically dligning the'"converter. Battery Pivot bearing 
is available only as magslip information, and can be read on the 
bearing magslip test box at the operating position. 

Fig.2 indicates the various items involved in the measurement 
of bearing, and from this some idea of the possible sources of error 
may be had. Іп fact, every block and connection shown represents a 
possible source of error. 

— —— —————— —y pÑ —— 
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2.55 ‚ The normal orienting procedure for the entire equipment was as 
follows. The CDx was set electrically by means of the integrator on 
a fixed target of known bearing, usually Sambro lighthouse. The 
orienting coupling in the tower was then adjusted so that the CDx 
bearing as read on the magslip test box indicated the proper value. 
At the same time, the CDx transit, which was specially mounted on the 
rotating transmitter housing, was шаа agcurately at the datum, 
and clamped into position. 

2.56 During the t#tals it was found that-the electrical axis of the 
CDx would drift with respect to its mechanical axis. This was demon- 
strated by resetting on the datum some time after the initial 
orientation. When such a drift had occurred, the bearing dials and 
CDx transit would both indicate off-bearing, although the integrator 
would indicate on-bearing. This condition is believed due to the type 
of integrator switch contacts used, and also to a defective insulator 
in the receiving antenna assembly; these are being remedied in 
production units. This drift existed aan ie all the trials, and 
was never completely eliminated. 

2.57 It was also noticed during the tests ‘that a certain amount of 
slack existed in the mechanical connection between the transmitter. 
housing and the orienting couplings. This caused errors in the bearing 
as indicated by the magslips. This was checked by means of the CDx 
transit. This difficulty was mainly cleared up before test 7. 

2.58 One other difficulty entered into the matter of bearing deter- 
minations. This was in the drive to the transmitter housing in which 
a certain amount of slack existed. No error is introduced into the 
transmission of data by this item, but while the bearing operator 
might have realised that the CDx was not: set accurately on bearing, 
it occasionally was difficult to get accurately on bearing without 
one or two overshoots. This showed up during tracking trials to a 
limited extent. This of course is a condition which should not exist, 
and in the redesign of the CDx tower for production units steps have 
been taken to reduce it to a negligible value. 

2.59 The CDx transit was of value in checking the CDx for bearing. 
It was possible to estimate CDx bearing errors by means of the transit 
cross-hairs. Іп fact, during the tests, these deflections were 
recorded for each event, and by applying them to the bearing readings 
as obtained from the magslips, a value of bearing from the CDx was 
obtained. 
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CHAPTER 111 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF TESTS 

3.0 Introduction 

3.01 Included in this report із а large number of drawings comparing 
the target locations as determined by the Fortress system and by the 
CDx. The lines of sight of all optical stations were determined by 
calculation in each case. Consideration of the intersections of 
these lines indicates the reliability of the Fortress fix, and enables 
one to judge how much of the so-called "CDx Error! may in fact be due 
to uncertainty in determining the Fortress fix, The point finally 
decided on as the Fortress fix may be considered as a weighted mean 
of the Fortress triangulation. Consideration was given to the 
relative reliability of the different stations, and occasionally 
‘observations were ignored because of obvious large errors. 

3.02 Tests 1 and 2, April 5, 19 

3.021 Purpose = Short range accurate calibration to determine CDx accuracy 
in locating present position о а moving target. 

3.022 Procedure - 

3.0221 The target was T.T.S. "Alfreda" (a small tug). Іп order to 
simulate a point target for the CDx, a multiple trihedron assembly 
was mounted on the masthead 40 feet above sea-level. This trihedron 
assembly is shown in Photograph Fig.47. А11 ‘optical stations sighted 
on the mast. 

3.0222 Test 1 comprised an outgoing course; the target was followed 
by the CDx to 28,000 yards. In Test 2, the target was tracked coming 
in on the same course from 24,000 yards. Target speed was approxi = 
mately 5 knots. Тһе courses are shown in Fig.l. 

3.023 Results = 

3.023). Due to the lack of previous practice on the part of most of the 
operating. personnel, the data obtained in Test 1 have not been used 
for accurate checking. The data on Test 2 being of superior quality, 
calculations have been made from them. Only a few of the events of 
Test 2 are shown аз plots in this report (Figs. 3 to 9), but ‘they are 
typical. 

3.024 Remarks = 

3.02403. At the time of Tests 1 and 2, it was found that practically ̀ 
every optical station involved was subject to initial orientation 
errors. The readings recorded were those with the instruments in 
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this condition. Shortly after Test 2, the orientation of each 
instrument was accurately checked and adjusted, and corrections 
determined for each station. These corrected readings are the ones 
Which have been used in the calculations. It will be seen that the 
Fortress system gives reasonably self-consistent results after the 
corrections are applied. One notable exception, however, is Spion 

· Kop which disagreed considerably with the remainder of the Fortress 
‚ System even after this correction was applied. Hence its data are 

. omitted from most of the plots, On the plots, both sets of CDx 
data (i.e. unconverted and converted) have been indicated in àn 
attempt to determine what part of the total CDx error is introduced 
by the displacement converter. 

3.02402 In order to give some idea as to the importance of the CDx 
errors and of Fortress system errors relative to those inherent in 
Coast Artillery technique, the 25% rectangle of the guns has also 
been plotted on Figs. 3 to 9. This rectangle is determined from the 
range table for 9.2 inch guns at full charge. (See Section 7.2). 

3,02403 The results of all plots are summarized in Figs. 10 and 11, 
This may be summarized as follows: 

Average Deviation 
Average Error from Average Error 

RANGE CDx (Internal) +9 - 14 | 
Yards) Converter а 2514 x = 

CDx (Output) -5 | "L5 

BEARING CDx (Internal) -11 | Á 
(Minutes) Converter · -03 2 

CDx (Output) “14 Э” 

3.02404 Fig. 12 also summarises the results of all the events of this 
test, indicating all the Fortress fixes relative to the CDx fixes. 
Range agreement oan be seen to be good, 90$ of the range readings 
having errors less than 25 yards. Moreover, most of the bearing 
errors represent lateral displacements of less than 50 yards. 1% is 
particularly interesting to note that for nearly every event, con- 
sidering range only, the difference between CDx range and Fortress. 
range is less than half the gun 50% range zone; this indicates that 
‘the CDx range errors are very reasonable for this application. 

3.02405 For this test the assumed target position is. derived from all 
the available optical data. This position is in error by certainly 
less than 10 yards. In appraising the test results of CDx ассигасу, 
it should be remembered that any such optical error is PU ES in 
the CDx error. 

3.02406 тһе value of the CDx mean error for bearing, 714 minutes, has 
been considered as a fixed error in orientation, and presumably could 
be eliminated from the instrument in a fixed installation. Actually 
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‚ it was realized that the CDx bearing orientation was drifting during 
the test, but no attempt was made to correct the readings for this 
drift. Nevertheless, 90% of bearing readings were within 7 minutes 
of the mean. 

3.02407 During this test the "zero range" setting drifted slowly, a 
fact which made subsequent modifications necessary. This had a 
direct effect on the range accuracy. It was therefore necessary 
throughout the test to check this setting periodically. The amount 
of drift was noted each time the check was performed. On the 
assumption that the drift occurred at a constant rate, all recorded 
range data were corrected for this drift. The corrections applied to 
individual readings were occasionally of the order of 75 yars. It 
is therefore not unlikely that errors of at least 10 yards may have 
been introduced in attempting to correct for drift. This situation 
was partially cleared up prior to Test 7, and will be thoroughly 
remedied in production CDx units. 

3.02408 Fig. 13, which is drawn to а large scale, indicates the errors 
| introduced by the displacement converter. These are also shown in 

Figs. 10 and ll. ‘Generally speaking, all are іп the same direction 

as those noted for the entire CDx. It appears that fixed errors of 

orientation and alignment were present in the converter which could 

be eliminated in a permanent installation. These apparent errors in 
the displacement converter are greater than those found when a 
separate check was made on the converter alone. The reason is not 
entirely clear, but is probably due to errors in reading dials | 

rapidly. Further tests should be conducted to learn how serious 8. 
deterioration may be expected in operational performance. Q 

3.02409 In evaluating the plots of this test it is worthwhile to realize 

the size of normal targets. The hull size of T.T.S. "Alfreda" has 

been indicated on the plots for this reason. However, the size of 

Н.М.Т. "Pasteur", as indicated оп the plots of Test 7 to the same 

scale, should be considered as more representative of a capital ship. 

3.02410 The CDx first detected this small target at a range of 25,000 

yards, which is considered good sensitivity. It is realized, of 

course, that this performance was due in part to the reflector which 
had been mounted at the masthead. 

3.03 Test April 7, 19 

3.031 Purpose - fo investigate the operation of the CDx spotting controls. 

3.032 Procedure - A buoy was used to simulate а shell-splash, and the Т.Т.5. 

"Alfreda" hovered агойпд the buoy. Suitable measurements of range 

difference between the ship and buoy were determined. Due to a mis- 

understanding in the instructions, the ship remained ton far removed 

in bearing from the buoy for a suitable check on the bearing error 

control to be made. 
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3.033 Results - No numerical calculations are possible from this test but 
valuable experience in the operation of this component of the CDx 
was obtained. 

3.04 Test 4, April 7, 1943 

3.041 Purpose - To determine the ability of the CDx to detect splashes. 

3.042 Procedure - А Fairmile dropped five depth charges, and the resulting 
splashes were observed by the CDx. 

3.043 Results - 

3.0431 Although the Fairmile signal was weak at extreme ranges, very 
satisfactory echoes from the splashes were obtained at all ranges 
tried, viz. 11,000, 12,000 and 15,000 yards. 

3.0432 It had been intended to obtain Срх spotting readings between 
the target and splashes, but due to lack of communications the depth- 
charges were dropped at the wrong locations, and it was impossible to 
carry out this portion of the test. 

3.0433 No numerical calculations are possible from this test, but 
valuable operating experience was obtained. 

3,044 Remarks - 

3.0441 The fact that the CDx could detect these splashes justified 
holding subsequent firing trials. 

3.0442 The depth charges were set to explode at minimum depth, which 
is understood to be an abnormal setting. Observers disagreed as to 
whether the splashes produced were larger than those caused by 9.2! 
service ammunition. 

3.05 Test 5, April 7, 1943 

3.051 Purpose - To determine the extent of interference caused to the CDx 
by an aircraft in the vicinity of a surface target. 

3.052 Procedure = T.T.S. "Alfreda" stood by at about 11,000 yards range, 
and was tracked by the CDx and the Fortress system during the test. 

A Lysander aircraft then described twelve different courses above the 
"Alfreda", both circles and figures-of-eight at altitudes of 8000, 
6000, 4000, 3000, 2000 and 1000 feet. For both types of courses, the 
maximum horizontal distance-of the plane from the ship was 2000 yards. 

3.053 Results - 

| The plane echo was not observed above an elevation of 2000 feet 
(approximately 3.59), and even at 2000 feet was just detectable. 
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At 1000 feet elevation the echo was about three times noise when the 

plane was on bearing, and dropped to being barely detectable when 3° 
off bearing. At no time during the test could the interference have 
been considered troublesome. 

3.0532 Calculations of target position have been made, and the CDx 

errors are listed in Table 1. 

3.054 Remarks - 

3,0541 It is apparent that the CDx accuracy was not affected by the 
presence of the aircraft, since normal performance was achieved, 
This contrasts favourably with Osborne Head, whose performance 
deteriorated seriously (see para. 8.2). 

3.0542 Long wave Coast Defence Radar equipment is often "troubled" by 

aircraft echoes interfering with ship echoes, since such sets 
deliberately provide little vertical discrimination. If the Radar 
equipment is exclusively for watching purposes, then of course the 
ability to detect high flying aircraft is desirable, even at the 
expense of added confusion in tracking surface targets. On the 

other hand, an equipment such as the CDx, whose primary role is 

accurate fire control, should be as free as possible from inter- 

ference from unwanted targets. The discrtminaticn against aircraft 

targets by the CDx is therefore considered advantageous. | 

3.06 Test 6, April 8, 1943 

3.061 Purpose - То check the overall accuracy of the CDx and battery fire 

control system through to the guns while tracking a target. 

3.062 Procedure - T.T.S. "Alfreda" towed the travis target fitted with 

special antenna assembly on a course perpendicular to the normal 

look-out bearing at about 5,000 yards range. The CDx tracked the 

target, and CDx output data were fed to the guns. During series A, 

CDx data were fed through the T.F.D. which was set at zero rate and 

zero spotting corrections; for series B these data were fed through 

the B.P.R. directly to the guns. Readings were recorded at points 

in the fire-control system where the data appeared on dials.. In this 

way checks were obtained on the transmission accuracy of magslips, 

T.F.D. etc. The Fortress system was not operated during this test. 

3. 063 Results = 

3,0631 It had been intended originally to check the CDx by following 

the CDx output with the guns, and noting the deflections to the 

target on the gun directional sights. However, certain mechanical 

difficulties in the CDx made this impossible. Therefore, the only 

results which have been compiled are those relating to the magslip 

and T.F.D. accuracies. 
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3.0632 Tables 2, 3 and 4 present the available information of this test. 
These аге: 

a) Magslip and T.F.D. errors CDx to T.F.D. (Series A) Table 2. 
b) Magslip errors T.F.D. to guns (Series A) Table 3. 
с) Magslip errors CDx to guns (Series В) Table 4. 

It will be noted that the T.F.D. readings were taken at the 
T.F.D. output, and therefore include any errors introduced by the 
T.F.D. It is impossible to separate the errors due to magslip. trans- 
mission from those introduced by the T.F.D. in the case of the 
tabulation for Series A, CDx to T.F.D. 

3.064 Remarks - 

3.0641 There are no conclusions relating directly to the CDx from this 

3.0642 A discussion of the magslip features revealed by this test 18 
included in para. 6.07. 

3.07 Test 7, April 9, 1943 

3.071 Purpose - Long range calibration to determine accuracy ої CDx іп 
locating present position of large moving target. 

` 3.072 Procedure - 

3.0721. The target for this test was H.M.T. "Pasteur", a former luxury 

liner of about 30,000 tons displacement. This ship travelled at about 
18 knots during the test. A sketch of this ship is included as 
Photograph Fig. 48. 

3.0722 The Fortress optical system and the CDx tracked this target. 
During the latter half of this test, uninterrupted CDx data were 
transmitted to the T.F.D. for practice by the T.F.D. detachment. 

3.0723 The CDx tracked the target to 37,000 yards, the limit of its 
displacement converter and magslip system; a good signal was still 
being obtained at about 42,000 yards when the test was concluded. 
Due to darkness the Fortress optical system was out of action beyond 
CDx range of 27,000 yards. 

3.073 Results - 

3.0731 While the CDx gave data up to event 35, the Fortress locations 
of target are satisfactory only to event 19, mainly due to darkness. 
Therefore, the calculations were performed only for events 1 to 19. 
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3. 0932 The plots of events 5 to 19 are included ав Figs. 14 to 27. : 
' A summary of all events is plotted graphically ав Figs. 28 and 29. 

This information is presented in tabular form as Table 5. This table 
should be used only in conjunction with the plots (Figs. 14 to 27) 

· dn order that the reliability of the Fortress шин location may be 
estimated. 

3.0733 ` The 25% rectangle Гог 9.2 inch guns with 6 C.R.H. full-charge 
. е; ammunition (see рага, 7,2) has been indicated on these plots to 

demonstrate the importance of Fortress and CDx errors relative to 
normal gun dispersion. 

3.0734 The errors of the optical instruments for this test are listed 
in Table 6. See раға. 5.05 Гог a discussion of these errors. 

3.0735 Since only Battery Pivot readings were recorded at the CDx, 
there can be no determination of displacement converter errors from 
this test. 

3.074 Remarks = 

3.0741 In the measurement.of range to this large target, it is obvious 
that as mentioned in para. 2,141, the CDx operates on the nearest 
part of the target. Іп fact, the general tendency is to indicate gome 
point even nearer to the CDx. . It has been suggested that an echo is 
produced by the wake of the ship, and it is to this that range is 
нсазигед; this seems unlikely since the errors persisted at extreme 
ranges where good echoes from the wake could hardly be expected. It 
is also likely that а fixed delay through the receiver might exist to 
cauge this error, in which case it would be only a matter of original 
orientation to eliminate it; оп the other hand, it was. considered at 
the time of the trials that this had been taken account of; moreover 
no such great tendency was demonstrated in Test 2 (Section. 3.02) in 
which the range was set up in exactly the same manner. A possible 
explanation is that it is a matter of a fixed error in the displacement 
converter, as was demonstrated in Test 2; however, the average errors 
in the converter have not been demonstrated to. be as large as those 
found here. .It should also be realized that errors of at least 10 
yards may be involved in the optical calculation of range to the 
nearest part of the boat, due to the exact course of the target not 
being known. At the time of event 9, the CDx was checked for range 
and bearing drift; unfortunately there is no record of the result of 
this check, and it is not known whether the setting was altered. 
There does seem to be a distinct tendency for the average errors to 
shift considerably after event 9, which indicates that probably some 
adjustments were made. Another factor which may be of importance is 
that this target, moving at 18 knots, travelled 10 yards per second. 
It is thus entirely likely that errors of up to 15 yards may have | 
been introduced by delays іп relaying the order to read. . 
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It. is important tû: note that the apparent scatter of the CDx 
range érrors-dbout the méan is of the order of 25 yards, and that 
the apparent errors jump rapidly. Further field trials must be held 
to track this down if it actually exists. It may be due to cyclic 
érrors (repeating at 1000 yard intervals) in the CDx goniometer 
ranging unit, which will be accurately checked in production units. 

' It сай be seen from the plots that in about half of the 
events, the gun 50% range Zone overlapped the target. The CDx range 
readings are therefore reasonably satisfactory. 

The determination of bearing to a large target like the 

"Pasteur! is a complex matter. The expected operation is outlined 
in paragraphs 2.24 to 2.28 inclusive. Reference to Fig.29 for 
bearing will. show that this type of operation was in fact obtained. 

Thug, when the target was broadside, the apparent bearing was to the 
centre of the vessel, or between the centre and the funnel. As the 
inclination decreased, the apparent bearing moved toward the stern 
of the ship. The trend, however, continued to such an extent that 
for the later events the apparent bearing was completely off the 
ship by as much as 20 feet. Obviously the electrical axis of the 

CDx was drifting, as outlined in para. 2.56. There is some dis- ` 

agreement as to whether this drift completely explains the trend of 
. apparent bearing backward along Ще hull. It seems reasonable that 

2.0745 

2.0746 

the shift of bearing due to changing target inclination certainly 

occurred during this test іп ассогдапсе with theory, but that the 

apparent uniform drift of CDx bearing exaggerated the effect. 

The Fortress system used the funnel of the "Pasteur" as a 
sighting point, and hence all tabulated values of CDx bearing 

difference are referred to this point. As far as the CDx is con- 

cerned, however, the funnel is more or 1евв ап arbitrary point on 
the vessel, and hence the values of CDx differences must not ‘be 

interpreted strictly as errors. s f 7 

Joint consideration of the range and bearing performance of 

the CDx in this test shows clearly that under certain conditions the 
portion of the vessel to which the CDx measures range is not the 

same portion to which it measures bearing. At end-on and broadside 

aspects this does not occur, but at intermediate aspects it is 

important. Moreover this is inherent in the CDx. Further thought 

is required on this subject when considering field usage of the 

CDx against large targets. | 

3.08 Tests 8 and 9, April 10, 1943 

5,081 Purpos `= To conduct a firing practice using the CDx as the battery 

range-finder and for determining spotting corrections and thus to 

check the CDx operation in this role. : 
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3.082 Procedure - 

3.0821 This test was entirely а "blina-firing! shoot, with all firing 
data (present target position and spotting corrections) supplied by 
the CDx. 

3.0822 The target was а trihedron mounted on a mist on а travis 
target. This was towed by Т.Т.5, “Aifredati with a towing cable 1600 

, yards long. Тһе courses followed аге shown in Fig.l. 

3.0823 Photographs of all fa&all-of-shot were made from an aircraft 
during this test. 

3.0824 Large spot corrections were given to the guns by the Battery 
Commander during the test over and above the spot corrections indicated 
by the CDx. These were considered necessary in order to cause 
sufficient range spotting error for the operation of the CDx spotting 
circuits. 

3.083 Results and Remarks - 

3.08301 The results of these tests have been compiled in several forms 
to check the operation of as many components of the CDx and Battery 
as possible. The plots of these series are included with this report 
as Figs. 30 to 44. 

3.08302 To compare the CDx with the Fortress range finding systen, 
information was fed through the Fortress plotter and Devi."s B.P.R. 
Co-Ordinate Converter to special magslip receivers at Devil's B.P.R. 
using Flandrum and Spion Kop as sources of data. At the instant 
each round was fired, the readings of both the CDx and Co-Ordinate 
Converter magslips were recorded, along with readings from Devil's 
D.P.F. and Chebucto D.R.F. Fig. 45 shows the relative fixes as 
obtained by these three methods. A discussion on the accuracy of 
the co-ordinate converter and Fortress system for this part of the 
test is given in para. 5.07. Assuming the Devil's - Chebucto fix as 
correct, Fig.45 indicates thet the CUx fix is somewhat better than 
the Fortress plotter and Co-Ordinate Converter fix. However, with 
no check available on the Fortress triangulation, the cons'ugions to 
be drawn are limited. Іп most cases the CDx and Co-Ordinate Converter 
fixes agree to within 50 yards of each other and of the Fortress fix. 
In Test 9, apparentiy Chebucto tracked the wrong target, so that no 
check of this type is possible. 

3.08303 Data are also plotted in many cases to show the location of 
Rtarget at splash" by the various systems. There is a distinct 
deterioration in the CDx performance for these readings. This is 
not surprising in view of the general excitement which prevailed at 
the time of ráading. 
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3.08304. In ptotting the locations of splash by the various systems, 
all were plotted with respect to the assumed Fortress гіх of "target- 
atesplash". It is of the utmost importance that this be realized. 
Thus, the CDx location of splasn (recordsd as, for example, +200 
yards and В 20 feet) is plotted with reference not to the CDx location 
of "target-at-splash", but to the assumed Fortress fix of "target-at- 
splash", It is only in this way thet the abilities of the different 
systems to locate splashes can be compared. Ву so doing, any ^rrors 
in the absolute location of the target by the different systems are 
eliminated from the determination of deflections to splash. This 
method is further justified by the fact that the guns require the | 
information in exactly the same way; in other words, constant errors 
in the absolute determination of target position are not serious 
provided the corrections to splash from the target are accurate. 

3.08305 Most of the events in these series were single rounds. In 
the case of the few which were salvoes, readings were intended to be 
to the M.P.I. Since the spread was sometimes as much as 200 yards, 
there is uncertainty in locating this M.P.I. Table 7 summarises the 
locations of the splashes by the various observers. It must be 
interpreted only in conjunction with the plots, however. In all cases 
where the CDx did not observe for bearing, the cause was that the 
range error was small and the splash and target echoes overlapped 
(see para. 2.35). The CDx was able 50 observe оп fall-of~shot at 
least as near as 150 yards to target. 

3.08306 The agreement between the CDx and the Fortress system for 
these fall-of-shot locations is seen to be within limits of roughly 
10 minutes and 50 yards. In cases where the corrections to splash 
were exceptionally large (e.g. over 30 minutes and 500 yards); the 
differences exceed these values: part of this discrepancy is explained 
by uncertainty in the Fortress fixes. Іп general the bearing errors 
as determined by the CDx tend to be too small; this is consistent 
with the expected operation as outlined in paras. 2.42 to 2.45 inclusive. 

The CDx spbbting observations tend to be slightly inferior to the line 
and range officers! observations, but much superior to those of the 
Fortress Decoder and of air observation data. 

3.08307 The interpretation of salvo spotting data must be carried out 
in conjunction with the photographs, which are included as Photograph 
Fig.49. Since those of the Test 8 salvoes are poor in detail, а 
complete discussion on them will be made herewith. For the salvo 
events 9, 10, 11 the photographs show two rounds straddling the target 
for range within 50 yards and slightly right for line, and one round 
considerably plus for range and on for line. From the plate (Fig. 38) 
it is obvious that the CDx observed on the round which was plus for 
range; this would be expected since the other two echoes would be 
merged with the target echo. The Fortress optical system took the 
mean of the two straddling rounds. The ‘ine officer apparentiy read 
to the round which was considerably plus for range, and the range 
officer to the mean of the straddling rounds, For the salvo events 
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12, 13 and 1), the photographs show all three rounds short for range 
and very slightly left for line. Ranges are roughly -75, -125 and 
7220 yards for the individual rounds. It is obvious that the only 
dissgrecment between the different splash fixes for events 12, 13 
and 14 is in estimating the M.P.I. (mean point of impact). Photos 
for test 9; events 4, 5, 6 and 7, 8, 9 are included jn this report in 
this report in Photograph Fig. 49. The correct orientation must be 
made for comparison; this involves inverting either the photograph 
ог the plot. . Events 4, 5 and 6 are all short for range and left for 
line. Events 7, 8 and 9 straddle for range and are оп for line; for 
these three events the line and range officers read to the individual. 
splashes, and their observations agree well with the photograph. For 
both of the test 9 salvoes, the CDx determination of spotting data to 
the M.P.I. is good enough that the approximations involved in estima- 
ting the M.P.I. optically completely mask any CDx errors. It is, | 
however, noticeable that the CDx tends to select from a salvo the 
round which is farthest from the target. 

3.08308 Conclusions were drawn from these tests relative to the рег- 
formance of the magslips and the guns. These are included as paragraph 
6.08 and Chapter VII, 

3.08309 The plots traced by the T.F.D. during these two tests were 
preserved with the intention of determining the smoothness of the rates 
developed by the CDx. This turns out to be such a complex problem 
that no attempt is made here to evaluate the rates. Further trials 

must be carried out with the modified CDx, using rapid targets, and 
a comparison made with optical plots, before any conelusions can be 
reached on the quality of the CDx rates. | 

3.08310 In Test 8 the projectile in flight was readily observed by the 
CDx until it struck the water at a range of about 8000 yards. Іп 
Test 9, due to the greater range, the projectile was not detected. 

3.084 Test 9A, April 10, 1943 

3.0841 Purpose ~ To determine the ability of the Ох to detect shell Splashes 
of inert-filled practice shot. А: 

3.0842 Procedure - Rounds were fired at selected points in open water at 
20,000, 18,000 and 16,000 yards. 

3.0843 Results - The 20,000 yard round was unobserved. The 18,000 yard | 
round was barely detected. That at 16,000 yards gave a good signal 
several times noise. 

3.0844 Remarks - This test verified that firing trials with this ammunition 

would be suitable for the CDx at ranges up to 15,000 yards. 1% 
` showed that active ammunition would be necessary for CDx operation 

at extended ranges beyond 15,000 yards. 
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3.09. T Tests 10 and 11, April 12, 1943 

35 091 Pur urpose. - To check the operatior. of the CDx on 9.2 inch Service 
A.P.C. shell splashes at extreme ranges - 

3.092 Procedure = 

3.0921 . These tests were carried out by firing at selected points in 
open water. Fortress optical data and CDx data were obtained for 
shell-splash locations 

| 3.0922 - Rounds were fired at 20, 000 and 25,000 yards, using service 

А.Р.С. ammunition at two different fuse settings. 

3.093 Results - The locations of the different rounds by optical systems 
are not shown as plots іп this report, but they are tabulated in 

Table 8. One important difference exists between Tests 10 and 11 

and Tests 8 and 9. In Tests 8 and 9 splashes were plotted relative 

to assumed Fortress fixes; in Tests 10 and 11 their locations are. 

absolute positions. Thus in Tests 10 and 11 any fixed errors in 

absolute orientation are included in the disagreement between different 

fixes; in Tests 8 and 9 this did not occur. 

3.094 Remarks - 

3.0941 . The sensitivity of the CDx when operated at this 110 ft. 

elevation seems to be such that the limiting range on 9.2 inch shell 

splashes (A.P.C.) is slightly less than.25,000 yards, but definitely 
over 20,000 yards. The splash was detected at 20,000 yards with a 

3:1 gignal~to-noisé ratio. At 25,000 yards, Eni one splash out of 

3 was observed; however, the CDx radio receiver was out of order for 

one of these rounds? The one ‘splash which was observed at 25,000 

yards gave: an echo which persisted for only a fraction of а second. 

These results are in close agreement with those mentioned in A.O0.R.G. 

Report #91, "The Detection of Fall of Shot by 10 cm. R.D.F. Equipment", 

dealing with the performance of similar British equipment. 

as A few conelusions on the gun performance were drawn from this 

test and are included in para. 7.4. 

3.10 Test 12, April 12. 1943 

3.101 Purpose - To determine suitable procedure for battery fire to “аварга 

CDx to give spotting data to individual splashes. 

3. 102 Procedure - A selected point in open water at range 12,000 yards was 

fired at. The guns were to be fired at 5 second tordi in an 

attempt to obtain individual spotting data on each fall of shot. 

Data were obtained from the Fortress system, the CDx and aerial 

photographs. :8 
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3.103 Results - 

2.1031 The locations of individual fallseof-shot as found by CDx 
and Fortress systems are tabulated in Table 8. The remarks of para. 
3.093 relative to differences between absolute and relative plots 
of splashes apply to Test 12. Thus this test does not represent · 
the ultimate accuracy of the CDx in оса Ine fallof=shot. 

3.1032 Unfortunately round 2 of this test misfired, and the test 
could not be carried out as originally planned. 

3.104 Remarks ~ Although the 5-second interval between rounds was not 
achieved, indications were that it would be adequate to allow spotting 
о to individual splashes to be obtained. 

3.11 Test 13, April 18, 1943 

3.111 Purpose - To determine the susceptibility of the CDx to dixe echoes" 
of atmospheric origin. 

3.112 Procedure • The 150 cm. CD installations at Halifax are troubled by 
"false echoes" of this nature at certain times of day. The CDx was 
operated in conjunction with Duritan's Cove CD at a time when these 
"false echoes" теге. prominent at. Duncan's Cove. 

3.113 Results 4 Мо "false echoes" were observed with the CDx from the 
: region in which the CD observed them or from regions at the same range 

from the CDx as were the false. echoes from the CD. 

3.114 Remarks - 

3.1141 These results confirm the results obtained with a preliminary 
CDx during October 1942, and contained in N.R.C. Publication PRB-71, 
"Preliminary Tests of CDx Installation at Osborne Head". 

3.1142. It seems reasonably certain that CDx installations will not 
be subject to false echoes of this nature. 
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CHAPTER IV 

"CONCLUSIONS FROM TESTS | 

Sensitivity of ‘bx 

š The CBx о Ба that, at the 110 foot elevation, it had 
adequate sensitivity on normal targets to be suitable for Devil's 
Battery, іп conjunction with which it was used. Оп shell splashes, 
the maximum range obtained was slightly less than hoped for, but 
detection was Рова se to over 20, 000 yards. 

| Bred troop „шир. were detected at over - 40,000 НЕСЕ range, 
М.Т.В.!5 and buoys at over 15,000 yards, ete. (See рага, 0.7). № 
detailed observations were паза on the exact limiting ranges on 
various types of targets, particularly. since this phase of the 
investigation had been fairly well covered by earlier tests in October 
1942, described in N.R.C. Publication PRB-71, "Preliminary Tests of 
CDx Installation at Osborne Head." In колега, the results of these 
earlier tests were confirmed. 

The height of 110 feet used in those tosts is considered about 
the minimum acceptable value, at loast for counterbanbardment 
installations. In general, the maximum detectable range for any 
target increases roughly as the square root of the height. Thus, for 
an elevation of 200 feet, ranges obtained would be about 35% greater 
than those at 110 feet, and for an elevation of 60 foet, about 35% 
less than those at 110 feet, 

Accuracy of CDx 

Fron the lengths of the discussions on individual tests, it is 
obvious that the determination of брх' accuracy is extremely complex. 
This is mainly due to the fact that tho prototype CDx wis, to a 
certain extent, experimental. 1% is now roalized that several. 
alterations are necessary in the. CDx to improve its accuracy. Through- 
out the tests it was necessary to apply corrections to readings and 
to accept drifts in the calibration in ways that will not be necessary 
in production units. Tho accuracy and justification for these 
corrections cannot be accurately determined, and to this extent all 
accuracy figures are doubtful. 

The CDx specifications call for an accuracy of 25 yards and 10 
minutes in locating targets. In Test 2, in which a point target 
was tracked, 90% of the readings met these figures when а suitable 
fixed correction was applied. In Test 7, in which a large liner 
was tracked, the apparent accuracy deteriorated, in spite of the 
fact that modifications had been made which were intended to improve 
the performance. However, the discussion on Test 7 shows that it 
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is difficult to evaluate CDx performance on such a largo target. It бап 
only. be concluded that further extensive tests are required on large 
targots, but only after tho problem of drift in calibration has either been 
eliminated. ог accuratoly evaluated using point targets. The CDx accuracy 
in tracking a target during firing trials appears to be poorer than 
demandod by tho specifications, but here. again it is difficult to evaluate 

the results in view of 5 mony possible errors external to the CDx. 

In tHe. EASE ої. spotting data, no figures were set for 
required accuracy. It appears that accuracies of the order of 50 yards 
and 10 minutes can bo achieved, 

Magslip errors commonly encountered under service conditions appear 
to placo rather serious limitations on the ultimate accuracy that can be 
realized fran any fire control system into which the CDx may bo incor- 
porated. This matter is discussed extensively in Chaptor VI. 

Stability of CDx for Complete Battery Fire Control 

In spite of all the apparent errors in the CDx firo control system, 
it wos gonerally agreed by all obsorvers that the firing trials using the 
CDx were superior to the usual run of shoots using only optical instruments. 

This indicates that tho CDx is definitely suitable for its primary role 
of fire controle , | 

Certain features of the CDx must, however, be Корё in mind, Tho 
most important is that, tho bearing measurement to fall-of=shot is difficult 
when the splashes are on for range within about 160 yards, This suggests 
that, in а CDx=controlled shoot, tho guns should first-be brought on for 
line with the range deliberately thrown off, and then tho necessary 
correction to range appliod to bring fire to bear on the target. It 

also appears that, if battery firo at 5 second intervals be substituted 
for the usual salvo fire, the CDx will be able to givo spotting data 
to the individual splashes. Another factor to be considered is in the 
case of large targets at intermediate inclinations to tho lino of sight 
‘from the 00х, in this case tho CDx does not necessarily measure renge 
and boaring to the some point on the target. Further thought is required 
to determine how this should be handled operationally. Another important 
feature is that it is difficult to separate two targets whose range 
‘differs by less than 160 yards when their Есш difforence is less 
thon а few (say 5 to 10) degrees. 

` It was agreed by all observers that the анама чегу 
suitable for its secondary role of searching, 

The reader is referred to "Report by Ge 5. Observer on Trials of 
CDx 10 cm. RDF", published 14 April 1943, in which Purthor discussion 
of ‘the equipment 13 givon, 
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4.95 While по montion has been made of this point elsowhero іп this 
report, the tremendous advantages of Radar in darkness and thick weather 
should not be ovorlooked, This fenture has. reached tho "taken-for-grontod" 
stago to such an extent that it is often lost sight of, 

444 Modifications Required for Production CDx Units 

4.41 As а result of these trials, several modifications were found 
desirable for production CDx units. These includes 

1) Redesign of bearing drivo based on the Bofors sun turntable. 

2) Graticule telescope to be mounted on transmitter housing 
to check bearing operation, 

3) Graduated gain control to be provided, 

4) Rate indicators for ranse and bearing to bo included, 

5) аве, tost box to bo кат into two units, one for ` , 
range, опо for bearing, and provision made а on 
racks for reading by operators, 

6) IFF to be provided aren tua lie for CDx, with beam. splitting 
for bearing discrimination. 

7) Cat walk to be provided on tower, 

8) Boaring magslip voltage to be beosted back to reasonable 
valucs by samc 54160010 means, 

9) Range condenser in converter to be spring londed to increase 
range spotting accuracy. 

10) Mogslip datuming relays to be mounted outside converter. 

11) Range spotting controls to be relocated for gronter convenience, 

12) Push button to stop range tracking motor to bo provided, 

15) Pletinun-Iridium contacts to be supplied for integrator 
switches rather thon Tungston as used during tests. 

14) Provision to be made for checking CDx with visual bearing 
instrument, during routine operation. 

15) Many minor clectrical changes in range measuring chassis to 
improve accuraty and stability. 
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4.5 Suggestions for Futuro Tests 

4.01 It is realized that additional tests must.be carricd out with а 

modified protctype CDx in order to determine the ultimate accuracy of a 
CDx. The following suggostions are made for these tests: 

1) А complete check cf bearing operation should be made, and 
all causes of drift tracked down and remedicd where possible. 
No organizod calibration of any kind should bo conducted 
until satisfactory operation is obtained in this respects 
Complete checks are possible using only a graticule telesoope 
mounted on the transmitter housing, Particular attention 
should be paid to the ability to retain orientation from 
day to асу» 

2) Experiments should be mado using greator aided laying ratios 
in bearing. This might involve experiments using optical 
tracking with the CDx bearing drive, 

3) Tracking ability, on.fast targets. should be chocked using a 
CDx telescope only. Recording milliameters might be used to 
get quantitative. rosults. 

4) All problems of sluggish, sticky or otherwise suspicious 
mogslips should be cleared up. Some kind of an accuracy 
test on the bearing data gear box should be performed, 

5) Range drift should be satisfactorily eliminated. 

6) Crlibration of rango on fixed targets should bo подо 
thoroughly, with particular reference to chocking day-to-day 
variations.  Eroction of secon targets might be required, 

7) Rongo and bearing checks on moving point targets should be 
carried out using Fortress кучыш and/or kino-thoodolitos, 

8) On salvoes, oll M cpi: should rena to” individual” splashes 
rather than to М,Р.І, whenevor possible, - 

9) Tests should be run to cheok for eli errors at 1000 yard 
intervals іп ranging, 

10) Tosts should be run on large targets to track down apparent 
. erratic operation experienced by the CDx on such а targote 

11) Extensive tests should be made to pompare quality of CDX and 
` optical rates as fod to TOP OD, 

12) А11 observers should be coutionod to read dials to greatest 
possiblé accuracy, 

15) Any target should оєггу а bamor, light, ог other distinguish= 
ing mark to prevent observers from laying on wrong target. 
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14) All optical equipment should be in best possible adjustment, 

15) The apparent discreponoios between displacement converter 

"^ .— errors when determined есу леа dynamically should ‘be 
tracked downs 

16) In the colculation of results, it should be made very clear 
whether ODx readings are converted or note А minimum ої 
people should handle all readings and calculations. One 
individual should be responsible for the compilation of 
results,-and-he should be PES soa fran the beginning of any 
calibrotidne 

17) The CDx telescope should be used as an optical instrument, 
When deflections from CDx line of sight to target are recordod, 
they should be clearly indicated as qi ther errors or 
correctionse: 

4 

18) Adequete communications should be provided with any target used. 

19) Air photographs: of f&lleof-shot should include horizon and 
0-0 guns if possible. Some marker should be placed near target 

to make possible scaling fran photographse 

20) Targets of suitable speeds should be provided if testing 
the operation of the CDx under service conditions is to be 
possible, 

21) Adequate reflecting targets should be provided as required. 

22) Тһе existence or lack of site errors in CDx Bearing operation 
should be fully investigated. 

23) CDx accuracy should be evaluated in terms of gun 50% 
Хуа, rather than 25% rectanglese | 

4.6 Drill for Operating cD in Action Е | | 

4.61 The following агала to provide Falleof=shot data was developed 
during the tests: 

1) Both aerators track target b a У т. Ж " shoot", 
until the report "shot" is given. 

2) At "shot", range operator adjusts "spottingenotch" and target 
echo to zero relative to Range error, scales, and then returns 
to target tracking. At same time bearing operator sets 
bearing error’ control to zero, 

3) At "look-in" (5 scconds recommended), range operator leaves 
range tracking handwheel tt present setting ond turns on 
spotting notch, which is to be left at zero on range error 
sonde until splash грроа в. 
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4) Whon splash echo appears, range operator starts to adjust 

spotting notch to splash echo and says "splash" as soon as 

echo is in notch, Не then completes accurate adjustment. 

5) When range operator says "splash", bearing operator rapidly 

adjusts bearing error control. 

6) When splash-ocho begins to disappear, range operator says 

"gone". Bearing operator must then cease adjusting bearing 

error control. 

7) After saying "gone", range operator turns off "spotting" 
switch. Both орогафогв leave error controls unchanged until 

next report "shot". 

8) "Error" readings are given to tolephonist by operators, 

bearing first, then range. 

9) Telephonist reports "error" readings to В.С.Л. at B.O.P. 

4.7 Value of Tests 

4.71 Those tests showed that while the optical type calibration is 

certainly а suitable method for performing an acceptance test on the CDx 

equipment, it is not suitable as a means of diagnosing any fundamental 

design maladjustments which might introduce errors of only a few y&rds. 

In order to design the CDx to give an overall accuracy of 25 yards, it 

is necessary to be able to check it to within 2 or 3 yards. Practical 

optical systoms do not give this accuracye 

2.72 In this connection a method has been developed at Research 

Enterprises Ltd. which shows great promise for checking range occuracye 

А piece of open land covering 1,000 yards of range difference from the 

CDx is selected, and 50 yard intervals measured accurately on it and 

marked. А reflector mounted on a truck is then used as a target, and 

moved at will to any point. The initial point on the course is 

accurately located by a survey with respect to the CDx. By means of 

an expanded scale mounted directly оп the goniometer, range rcadings 

can be taken to 1 yard accuracy. This method has overwhelming advantages 

over the optical methods described in the balance of this reports 

1) The errors in determining the exact target location are 
considerably reduced, being of the order of only 1 or @ 

yards, Moreover differences between successive target positions 

ore known to an even higher degree of precision, 0.1 yard 

or less being easily attained. 

2) The exact target location is known immediately, with no 
delay required for calculation. 
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3) The expanded scale оп the goniometer can be read to 1 yard 
without difficulty. In fact it can be read with greater 
precision than the possible reset accuracy on an echo, 
This completely reverses tho situation relative to that 
when the vernier rango dial is used, 

4). Since a fixed target is used, sufficient timo can be taken 
in ronging on an echo so that operator errors can be 
eliminated, and only those inherent in the CDx remain. 

Since most CDx range errors can be expected to repeat at 1000 
yard intervals, this mothod is expected to reveal almost all errors 

in the ranging system. It will therefore be used almost exclusively 

in future tests of the "trouble-shooting" variety. The organized 
optical type of calibration will probably be reeerved for acceptance 

tests only, 
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CHAPTER V 

5.0 Performance of Halifax Fortress Optical System 

5.01 These tests made available а certain amount of. information on 
` °` the accuracy of the Halifax Fortress optical system, (see Para, 1,4). 

From the large numbers of optical fixes available, it is possible to 

draw conclusions. as to the саит and consistency of the different 

stations. 

5.02 It should be realised of course that the probable error in 

target position as deduced from all the optical stations is much smaller 

than the error in the fix given by an individual pair of stations. . From 
the point of view of checking the CDx, the former error is the signifi- 

cant опе; in the operational use of the Цан optical Диев, the 

latter error is important. я 

5,03 The lists of apparent errors of the optical system which are 

included herewith are | 

Tablo 9 Test 2, Target Tracking Е 

Table 6 Test 7, Target Tracking 
Table 7 Test 8 and 9, Fall-of-shot 200861 оп. 

Besides the errors tabulated above; ае additional errors 

of exactly 1 were sometimes made xn moniings 

5404 In test 2, all stations were. found М hayo jmportant fixed 

orientation а ща The resuits in table 9 are orientation after 

suitable corrections had been applied, Even then Spion Kop was соп- 

siderably in error, (i.e. by more than 30") and many stations. had 

errors which frequently represented as much as 60 yardg. Moreover, 

the readings. from Devil's В,О.Р. nre incorrect since the proper ranges 

were not set on its D.P.F. Рог this test. Іп general, the standard of 

accuracy achieved during test 2 is regretably,. poor and must be дад, 

to lack of experience and practice. А 

5.05 In test 7 (table 6), considerable improvement is evident over 

test 2, due probably to practice. However, both Chebucto and Pennant 

had one or more very bad errors of over 20! and Devil's В,О.Р, had a 

large number of medium errors of. about 10". Even.with the large base- 

lines involved, the Fortress lines of sight ot ranges (from the Єєх) 

of about 27, 000 yards became nearly parallel. о such an extent that the 

target location uncertain to within about 30 yards. This was partly 

due to Pennant going out of action due to darkness; hence it 38 not 

strictly a true test of the Fortress system. 
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5.06 From tests 8 and 9, data are available аз to the Devil's- 
Chebucto fix of "Target-at-shot". the Fortress fixed for "Target-at- 
Splash", and the Fortress deflections from target to splash, 

5907. Tn the case of the Devil's-Chebucto fix of "Target-at-shot", 

(see para. 3.08302) it is impossible to check these readings exactly, 
° All that can be done is to compare them with the Срх, апа the Fortress 
plotter and co-ordinate convertor, It is seen that E 3 systems 

generally agreed to within 50 yards, but it is not possible to conclude 

which is the most nearly correct. The Devil 's-Chebucto fix of target- 

at-shot checked well when the known target course was projected back 
from the Fortress location of target~at-splash, 

5.08 It should not be overlooked that in test 9, Chebucto tracked 
| the wrong target. This is an error to which 2-station optical range- 

finders are very susceptible, and occurred occasionally during these 

tests. The significance of this possibility. under service conditions 

should not be overlooked, since the resulting readings are meaningless, 
The CDx when tracking a target cannot introduce an error of this nature, 
since its readings are always to some specific target. 

5.09 The Fortress locations ої target-at-splash for tests 8 and 9 
have not been tabulated, but can be inspected in the plots of these 
tests. While the performance of the CDx deteriorated to some extent 

at the time of "splash", (see para, 3.08303), the Fortress system 
maintained its usual accuracy under these conditions, 

5.10 For Fall-of-shot location, the data of table 7 are to be referred 

to, along with the plots, figs, 30 to 45. There is not necessarily 

any correlation between an optical station's performance in tracking a 

target and that in locating fall-of-shot, since soparate instruments 

and operators are used for these applications, In general, the Battery 
' Line Officer's readings мегс the most reliable, but all BA one usually 

agreed to within 5! and 50 yards.(as.seen from CDx site). Іп Salvo 
spotting, this accuracy-was not achieved, since all observers attempted 

to read to the М.Р,Т, the exact послав of which could only be estima- 
ted, | 

511 The performance of the Fortress Decoder system was poor during 

this test.. Soveral errors as large as 30! and 200 yards were noted, 

and even larger errors occurred, Since Епсодег-Песодег system was 

operated from Spion Kop and Flandrum readings, the error of the Spion 
Kop-Flandrum fix relative to the Fortress ЭРЧЭЭ location has been 

included in table 7. The agreement of the Decoder with this fix is 

seen to be very poor. It is apparent that 180° errors in clock code 

were made frequently, thus causing the large, errors mentioned above. 

Although this instrument is admittedly crude compared with the remainder 

of the equipment used during the trials, the errors in its readings are 

considered high. 
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The Air-Observer's readings to fall-of-shot were also less 
reliable than the Fortress system, a ore considered reasonable for 
this type of. observation, M 

In general, the conclusions to be drawn relative to the Fortress 
system during these tests ane: 

1) After the orientation of each Fortress instrument was 
adjusted, observations were possible to an accuracy of.plus or minus 
2 minutes. With inexperienced operators errors of ВАН or minus 4 . 
minutes with an occasional цер. еггог, 

2) An orror of plus ог minus 2 minutes in any observation 
will, depending on the range to target, usually give target position 
to within 15 yards which is entirely satisfactory for Coast Artillery 
purposes. 

3) The performance of the Fortress system improved considerably 
in the practice during these tests, It should be realised that these 
were the first extensive tests carried out with the Fortress system 
in its present form. ` 
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CHAPTER VI 

PERFORMANCE OF DEVIL'S BATTERY FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

6,01 The greater part of the conclusions relating to Devil's Battery 
Fire Control Equipment deal with Magslip transmission accuracy. However, 
a limited amount of information was obtained on the performance of the 

Table Fire Direction, Мк.111В, which is part of the Battery Plotting Room 

equipment. 
6,02 The reader is referred to fig. 2 which outlines the entire data 

transmission system from CDx to guns. While this drawing applies in 

detail only to the bearing channel, a similar system is in effect for 

range data transmission, 

6.03 Throughout this discussion, it will be necessary to refer to the 

different dials in use in fire-control systems. Unfortunately tne nomen- 

elaturos commonly in use for Coastal Artillery equipment and nadar 

equipment do not correspond, It should be.clearly Бич 555598 that the 

following terms are synonymous: 

"Low speed dial" - "Coarse dial" — "Main dial". 
"High speed dial" ~ "Fine dial" - "Vernier dial", 

The low speed dials for Coastal Art illory represent 360° and 40,000 yards 

per revolution, and high speed dials 10° ana 5,000 yards per revolution, 

bearing and range respectively. 

6,04 The compilations of data on magslip transmission are: 

Table 2,3,4 срх to T.F.D., TeFsD. to guns (test 2 
Table 10 CDx to Т.Ғ.П., T.F.D. to guns (tests 8 and 9) 

(Refer to Chapter III for detailed deseriptions of the tests) 

6.05 These tabulations have been prepared in such a way as to show 

the apparent transmission errors in different parts of the system, 

6,06 Before analysing the results, the following two points should 

be mentioned: 

1) Іп test 6A, only the T.F.D. output dials were read, Hence any 

errors in transmission "through the Т.Р.О. are included in the "CDx to 

T.F.D." data, Іп tests 8 and 9, both sets of T.F.D. dials were read, so 

that these errors are not involved. In test 6B, the T.F,D. was not used, 

2) Following the usual artillery practice, most dials were read 
only to the nearest 5 minutes (bearing) nnd 25 yards (range) at all equip- 

ment except the CDx, Moreover, these readings were taken largely by рег- 

sonnel untrained in this matter. Therefore, some of the magslip accuracy 

checks must be considered crude. 
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From test 6A (tables 2 and 3), it is seen that mean magslip 
errors of 2 minutes and 39 yards were found from CDx to T.F.D, with 
average deviations from the mean cf 3 minutos and 26 yards, These 

figures, based on a large number of readings, аге not much affected 
by the.errors due to rending dials coarsely, and are therefore repre~ 
sentative, Larger range errors occur suddenly after about event 12; 
this is undoubtedly caused by backlash in the.T,F,D,, since the range 

readings reverse direction at event 12, For the T,F,D,-to-guns portion 
of the test (table 3), the accuracy check is only crude, (para. 6.062) 
but because of the large numbers of readings, it is still possible to 

detect general trends. It is most evident that #1 gun's range magslips 
were improperly oriented, since nearly every reading had errors of 25 

yards. The remaining gun range receivers are satisfactory within the 
accuracy of the check. #1 gun bearing magslips also had a few readings 

around 20! in error, Similar performance is noted for test 6B, in which 
magslip data were routed direct to the guns, Here again, #1 gun has 

consistently large errors in both range and bearing, whereas guns #2 
and #3 are satisfactory within the test accuracy. А large part of 
test 6B was invalidated due to instructions as to the setting of the 

B.P.R. magslip switch being incorrectly carried out, 

From tests 8 and 9 (para. 3.08308) similar magslip accuracy 
checks were made. These are tabulated in table 10. 

Conclusions can thus be drawn that: 

1) Part of the apparent Magslip error may be simply incorrect 

reading of dials, (with follow-the-pointer dials such readings are not 
required during an action), and part of the error is due to reading to 
the nearest 5! and 25 yards, Іп addition, actual magslip errors ек- 

ceeding 5! and 25 yards occur, 

2) Backlash of 50 yards exists іп the T.F,D, 

These tests showed that magslip transmission errors place severe 
limitations on the overall accuracy of a Coastal Artillery fire-control 

System, While 1? accuracy is normally claimed for Magslips, representing 

14 yards and 1.7! on the present high speed dials, these trials indicated 

actual errors a few times these values (see para. 6.091.). 

A severe restriction on the overall accuracy arises from the 8/1 

ratio between low speed and high speed range dials used in Coastal 

Artillery. The high speed scale represents 5000 yards per revolution, 

the smallest graduation being 25 yards, With the usual size of scale 
it is impossible to read to closer than 10 yards, With this high speed 

dial, even acceptable mngslip errors represent 14 yards, sud these tests 

show that in service magslip errors are worse. This high speed dial 

which itself can easily introduce errors of 25 yards, is obviously ill- 

suited to an instrument such as the CDx whose overall accuracy is ex- 

pected to be 25 yards. A dial on which 1000 yards was represented by 
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one revolution would be more consistent with the rest of the equipment. 
It is realised that the choice of the present 8/1 ratio was probably 
made when range finding systems had ultimate accuracies of worse than 
100 yards, and that such a large amount of Coastal Artillery fire control 
equipment now incorporates this ratio that at the present there is no 

hope of altering it. 

Future developments of fire control equipment for use with Radar 
will eventually have to remedy this situation, It is interesting to 
note that the 1000-yard-per-revolution Vernier dial is common on Naval 
equipment. 
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CHAPTER VII 

PERFORMANCE OF GUNS 

7 1 Since for most events readings were made of the gun dials at 
the command "Fire", it is possible tc check the gun performance fran. 
the locations of falleof-shot. provided by the different systems. 
Moreover, useful spread-ofesalvo information is also obtained, 

Тео In analysing such results, it is necessary to consider the normal 
distribution of fall-of-shot. When a large number of rounds is fired 
under conditions which are identical as far as practical, the fall-of= 
shot is found to be symmetrically scattered about a mean, point of 
impact. The range interval centered about the М.Г.Т, which includes 
50% of tho foell-ofeshot is called the 50% rango zone (it is twice the 
range probable error). Similarly а 50% width zone is defined. Those 
50% zones are listed in the range tables, The region common to these 
two zones is known as tho "25% rectanglo", since 25% of a large number 
of rounds may be expected to fall within it. The 50% rectangle has 
linear dimensions 1.55 times those of the 25% rectangle, ола the 
practical 100% rectangle has linear dimensions 4,0 times those of the 
25% rectangles Та many plots in this report, the 25% rectangle is 
shown in order to evaluate CDx accuracy in terms of normal gun 
dispersion. It is now considered that the 50% rectangle would have 
been more suiteble for this comparison. | 

Те In tests 8 and 9, to check the operation of the suns, the points 

indicated as “expected splash" are shown on the plots (figs. 30 to 44). 
These are obtained by subtracting from the gun receiving-dial readings 
the corrections known to have been applied for moteorological conditions, 
This information is shown in Table H. One important fact should be 

realized, namely that, whereas the actual splash fixes were plotted 
relative to the assumed Fortress fix of "targeteat-splash", the 
"expected splash" data are absolute. Thus, the original errors in 
determining the Fortress fix of "target-at-splash" are included when 
a direct comparison is made between the point "expected splash" and 
the Fortress splash fix. Fran this compilation, it is seen that the 
rounds by no means all fall within the practical 100% rectangle. Since 
this could be due partly to incorrect meteorological corrections and 
errors in Fortress location of target and splash not much can bo concluded 
about the guns, It is definite, though, that #2 gun was shooting about 
100 yards plus for range and about 10 minutes left for line during these 
two testse 

7.4 More important conclusions can be drawn from the "spread-of=salvo" 
tabulations of table 12, for tests 9 to 12. Since all 5 guns of the 
battery were trained on the same point for salvoes, tho dispersion of 
salvo rounds, which cen bo determined fairly accurately, is a good indica- 
tion of gun performance, In table 12, the spread-of-s&lvo readings have 
been corrected, when necessary, for errors in magslip transmission result- 

ing in the guns being laid differently. Generally it can be concluded from 
this infcrmation that, within the accuracy of the checking method, the 
spreads are within the 100% zones. Тһе tendency of #2 gun to shoot from 
100 to 200 yards plus in range and at least 10 minutes left is very 
noticeable in tests 10, 11 and 12, 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PERFORMANCE OF OSBORNE HEAD AND DUNCAN!S COVE RADARS 

8,1 During several of the брх tests, the two permanent 150 ст. CD 
. Radars at Osborne Hoad and Duncan!s Cove were trained on the target, 
and readings wore recorded for both stations. These results nre compared | 

herewith with those of the Fortress systome 

8.2 In tests 5 (see section 5.05), Osborne Head tracked.the target 
` ` While the aircraft was circling. The target was out of range for 

Duncan's Соме. Table 1 gives the approximate errors of Osborne for 
this test. The errors have not been broken down into range and bearing, 

but aro given merely as total displacements from the Fortress fix to 
the Osborne Head fix. There is an apparent tendency for the Osborne 
Head error to drop suddenly to about 100 yards after event 5, but the 
significance is doubtful. Thero is a possibility that the range dials 
were road 1000 yards in error, but there is no means of checking this 
at thig time. The operators reported considerable difficulty in 
tracking the target due to interference between the target and aircraft 

echoes, : 

8,5 Test 7 as it concerned Osborne Head and Duncants Cove 18 considered 
valuable. Osborne Head data up to event 18 have been compiled as table 
13. Duncan's Cove data to event 18 are compared with the Fortress 
system and with the CDx from events 19 to 33 in table 14. All readings 

refer to the funnel of the "Pasteur". | | 

8,4 The following points are to be noted in interpreting these results: 

1) Average range errors of 200 to 1000 yards were found. 
Fluctuations of range errors about tho mean were of magnitudes 
up to 200 yards. . Very pronounced steady drifts of range with 
time are noticeable; this is inherent in the equipment and 

instructions have always been to check it frequently. This 
із obviously not being done, : 

2) Average bearing errors of up to 16 minutes were found, with 
fluctuations about this mean averaging up to 37 minutes for 
Duncan's Cove.and 14 minutes for Osborne Hoad, For Duncan's 
Cove the targot subtended o large angle (probably a large 
fraction of a dogrec), so that the fluctuation would be 
expected, and is not necessarily а condemnation of the equipment. 

3) Osborne Head tracked the target to about 34,000 yards. 
Duncan's Cove to 35,000 yards. 
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Tho value of test 7 is in the fact that it roprosonts the 
performance of these two radars under regular operating conditions, 
with regular operators and maintenance. These equipments have been 
calibrated previously, and the performance which they are capable of 

giving has been demonstrated in N.R.C. publications РЕЛ»20, "Performance 
of the CD Installation at Duncan's Cove", and РЕА-54, "Calibration 
of the CD Installation at Duncan's Cove, N.S., January 8, 1942", Іп 
these previous calibrations accuracies of 100 yards and 10! were easily 
achieved, In view of this, tke deterioration of the accuracy under 
service conditions is alarming, considering the frequent errors over 
500 yards and 30! found in these tests. 

Apart from the accuracy of these two Radars, the following 
operational conclusions ero arrived at as a result of these tests, 

(а) Osborne Head and Duncan's Cove Radars are not capable of 
detecting a small target as well as the CDx kadar, With 
the special antenna mounted on the mast of the target towing 
ship "Alfreda", Osborne Head and Duncan's Cove lost the 
target at а range of 11,000 yards (reference Test 2). The 
CDx Radar lost the target at a range of 26,000 yards, 

(b) Osborne Head and Duncan's Cove can detect a large target 
practically as well as the CDx Radar, (Reference Test 7 
where Osborne Head and Duncan's Cove followed the Pastour to 
ranges of approximately 35,000 yards). 

(c) Osborne Head ond Duncan's Cove sets are definitely bothered 
with interference from aircraft in the vicinity of surface 
targets wheroas the CDx Radar is immune fram this inter- 
ference (Reforence Test 5). 

(d) Osborne Head and Duncan's Cove Radars are incapable of 

locating folle€of-shot to a degree of accuracy suitable for 
use in correcting tho fire of a Battery. 

(о) Tho performance of Osborne Head and Duncan's Cove Radars 
during these tests was much below the standards of which 

the equipnont is known to be capable. 



TABLE 1 

Test #5 

Aircraft Interference 

Total Errors Relative to Fortress Target Fix 

Plane CDx 
Event Height Error 

(rt. ) (Yards) 

1 8,000 30 

2 8,000 50 

3 6,000 20 

4 6,000 15 

5 4,000 50 

6 4,000 30 

7 5,000 60 

8 3,000 60 

9 2,000 30 

10 2,000 | 40 

11 1,000 20 

12 1,000 50 

Osborne Head 

Error 

(Yards) 

1,100 

1,050 

1,100 

100 

* Event 4 - Osborne Head reported "Target Observed by a 
Stranger Plane", 

Approximate Positions of Target: 

Range 

CDx 11,000 yards 
Osborne Head 11,000 yards 

Duncan's Cove 13,000 yards 

Bearing 

142° 

160° 
759 



Test x 6-1. 

Verslip Errors 

CDx to T.F.D., Output 

Event Data Transritted Errors gt T.F.D. Output 

from CDx 

Bearing Panre pearing kange 
(vards) ( 'inutes) (Yards) 

l 2197 29 5,240 -4 == 

2 215 29 5,915 +) +16 

3 212 66 4,830 +7 -5 

4 209 06 4,650 -2 -21 

5 205 45 4,500 +2 -4 

6 202 24 4,340 #7 -14 

7 198 10 4,058 41 -24 

8 184 14 4,100 +2 -29 

9 190 00 4,025 +1 -19 

10 185 09 3,218 TO -19 

11 180 45 5,965 +1 -51 

је 176 (04 5,940 -5 -20 

13 171 92 5,965 +2 -41 

14 166 52 4,008 -2 -52 

15 162 57 4,090 -9 - 05 

16 157 59 1,165 +1 -68 

ET 153 55 t, 290 +9 -64 

18 150 05 4,425 +2 -01 

10 146 10 4,590 йке -72 

20 142 50 1,725 +7 -67 

21 140 10 4,950 10 -88 

ілегосе Magslip Веаг гр Error +2! 

Average Deviation from Average i'agslip Веаг пс Error 3! 
Average Марзіїр Range Error -29 yards 

average Deviation from Average Napslip Range Error 26 yards 



T.F.D. to Guns 

Event 

81 

TABLE 3 

Test #6-А 

Magsl үр Errors 

Range Errors ( Үагизу 

#1 Gun 

+25 

Nil 

+25 

+25 

+25 

+25 

+25 

+25 

+25 

+25 

+25 

+50 

+25 

+25 

+25 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

ве Gun бош 

+25 +29 

Nil +25 

+25 Nil 

-25 +25 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Nil -25 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

-25 -25 

-29 Nil 

Nil Nil 

“29 -25 

Nil Nil 

-29 Nil 

-80 -25 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Range Errors recorded to nearest 25 yards. 

Bearing Errors recorded to nearest 05 minutes. 

See Table 2 for actual readings transmitted, 

Bearing Errors (Minutes ) 

21 Gun 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

+20 

+20 

+15 

+25 

+15 

Nil 

Nil 

-10 

Nil 

-05 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

#2 Gun 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

+05 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

+05 

-05 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

+05 

Nil 

#3 Gun 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Wrong 

Nil 

+05 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

+05 

Nil 



TABLE 4 

Test #6-B 

Magslip Errors 

CDx Direct to Guns (via B.P.R.) 

Event CDx Transmitted Data Errors in Gun Received Data 

Range Bearing Range (Yards) Bearing (Minutes) 
(Yards) #1 Gun #2 Gun #3 Gun Fl Gun #2 Gun #5 Gun 

1 5490 130° 50! 0.0. Nil Nil «25 -20 -25 

2 5750 1509 54"! Nil Wrong Nil -10 Wrong -10 

No readings for events 5-10 because of В.Р.К. 
Magslip switch being opened in error. 

11 7880 127° 30" +50 +25 +25 Nil -05 -05 

12 8125 129% 041 +50 +25 Nil +05 Nil Nil 

13 8330 130° 20! +50 +25 Wil +05 +05 +05 

14 8565 131° 431 +25 Nil Nil Wil +10 Nil 

15 8780 133° 10! +50 -25 Nil Nil +10 +05 

16 9010 134° 25! +50 +25 Nil -05 +05 Nil 

17 9230 135° 50! +25 +25 +25 Nil +05 +05 

18 9475 137° 12' +25 Nil +25 +40 Nil +10 

19 9720 138° 10' +25 Nil Nil +05 Nil Nil 

20 9965 138° 50' . +25 Nil Nil Nil =05 Nil 

21 10200 140° 42! +25 +25 Nil +10 +05 Nil 

22 10465 141° 00! +25 +25 Nil +40 +15 Nil 

23 0-0, 0.0. 0.05 7 0.0. 7 0.0% U.O. UO. "0! 

24 11,000 143° 19! +25 +25 Nil Nil +05 +05 

25 11,235 144% 30! +50 +50 Nil -05 +05 +05 

26 11,510 145% 14! Nil +25 Nil Nil Wil Nil 

Range errors recorded to nearest 25 yards. 
Bearing errors recorded to nearest 05 minutes. 

0,0, = "Unobserved" 



TABLE 6 
Test FT 

Tracking "Pasteur" 

Differences Between Fortress and CDx Fixes to Target 

Event Арргох. CDx CDx Bearing Deviation of CDx Range Difference Deviation of CDx 

Gun Range Difference CDx Bearing To Nearest Part of Range from Average 

(Thousands of Yards) To Funnel From Average Target (Yards) 
(Minutes) (Minutes) (Yards) 

1 8.3 +25 *13.5 -43 +3 

2 8.9 -05 -14,5 -45 +5 
5 9,3 409 -2.5 =48 =2 

4 10.0 +25 +13.5 =57 +9 
Б 11.0 +07 -4.5 =52 =14 

6 12.5 %09 -2.5 -23 +23 
7 13.3 +12 +0.5 -60 14 

8 14.4 +08 -3.5 „85 =57 

9 = 0.0. 7.0. 1.0. п.с. 

10 16.5 +17 +2 5 +2 +8 

ll 17.6 +20 %5.5 -45 -99 
12 18.6 415 40.5 +6 +12 

15 19.5 +15 “1.5 +8 +14 
14 20.4 +15 -1.5 -8 “2 

15 21,6 -04 -18,5 -5 “1 

16 22.4 +14 -0.5 5 +1 

17 25.4 414 -0,5 +62 +68 

18 24.4 +20 +525 -52 -46 

19 25 e 5 +25 +8.5 =25 37 

Average Bearing Difference, Events 1 = 8, +11.5' 
Average Bearing Difference, Events 10 = 19, +14.5' 
Average Range Difference, Events 1 - 8, -46* 
Average Range Difference, Events 10 - 19, -6Х 
Average Deviation from Average Bearing, Events 1 - 8, 7! 
Average Deviation from Average Bearing, Events lO = 19, 4.5" 
Average Deviation from Average Range, Events 1 - 8, 15 
Average Deviation from Average Range, Events 10 - 19, 21* 



Event 
1 

2 

5 

4 

18 

Flandrum 

L 02 

Line 

L 02 

Line 

L CZ 

Line 

Line 

Line 

Line 

L 44 

Line 

Line 

Line 

Line 

L 02 

Line 

Line 

TABLE 6 

Test 7 

Errors of Optical Stations Tracking "Pasteur" 

(All Errors are Bearing Errors in liinutes) 

Devil's 

В.О.Р, 

в 03 

Line 

R 03 

R 05 

R 14 

R 05 

R 04 

Line 

Line 

Line 

L 13 

L 05 

L 10 

Line 

L 03 

Line 

Line 

Spion 

„Кор. Chebucto Whitehead Pennant 

Line 0,0, 0.0. 0.0. 

Line 0.0, | 0.0. 0,0. 

Line U.C. U.0. 0.0, 

Line Line R 02 Ч.о. 

Line Line Line 0.0. 

Line R 04 L 02 0.0, 

Line Wrong Line Шу 

Line R 05 Line у.о, 

І 05 R 20 R 07 Line 

Line R 16. Line R 26 

Line Line Line Line 

Line Line Line Line 

Line Line Line Wrong 

Line Line Line L 04 

Line Line Line Line 

Line Line ? 0.0. 

Line Line ? Us. 

Errors under 02! recorded аз "Line" 
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0.0. -28 0.0. =>) 0 0 

0 -549 -300 270 -200 =260 

+10 ~112 -100 -120 -100 -50 

+05 +39 0 #25 O +100 

0 +1 + 200 -10 о +100 

0 -205 -300 „250 0.0. -260 

+ 15 -277 ~200 -300* | «500 -260 

0 +333 +300 +230 +300 +346 

-20 -100 -100 -100 -150 -375 

-100 -80 
20 «120 - 100 «173 -520 

-300 -210 

-120 
0 =55 -100 215 +100 eve 

2170 ы 

TABLE 7 
TESTS 8 AND 9 

COMPARISON OF FALL OF SHOT DEFLECTIONS FROM TARGET AS DETERMINED BY VARIOUS SYSTEMS 
All Readings Referred to Battery Pivot 

SPION KOP - 
FLAUDRUM 

U.O. 



Comparison of CDx and Fortress Spotting Data 

TABLE 8 

Tests 10, 11, 12 

(All data referred to Battery Pivot) 

Test 

10 

14 

12 

Approx. 

Range 

Yards 

20,000 

25,000 

12,000 

Gun Bearing Difference 

(Minutes) 
Fortress 

+21 

+08 

+19 

+29 

+23 

+25 

+20 

+01 

-04 

CDx 

Range Difference 

(Yards) 
Fortress CDx 



TABLE 9 

Test 2 

Tabulation of Fortress Visual System Errors 

(All errors are Angular Minutes) 

Event Devil's Flandrum Chebucto White- Pennant Sand- Spion 
Pujas head wich Kop 

5 L 15 R Ol L, 01 0 R 1/2 R 03 Wrong 

6 1215 R 01 L 01 R 01 в 01 R 8 1/2 " 

7 L 16 0 L 02 0 0 R 8 1/2 " 

8 L 15 R 1/2 L 03 R Ol 0 R 08 " 

9 L 14 0 L 1 1⁄2 Rak 1⁄2 0 R 08 " 

10 L 2.7 0 L 03 R Ol 0 R 07 " 

11 L 10 0 L 01 R 3 1/2 0 R 07 " 

12 L 05 0 L 05 0 0 R 07 " 

15 L 12 R 1/2 L 04 R 05 L 0l R 07 " 

14 L 09 R 1/2 R 12 L 08 U.0. R 10 " 

15 R 04 0 11/2 R 1/2 0.0. R 8 1/2 " 

16 L 05 0 1705 RI 1/2 Uo. R 07 " 

17 L 09 0 L 02 R 01 205 R 07 " 

18 R 05 0 L 08 R 02 NO. 152122 ч 

19 L 06 R 01 L 04 Е 04 Dos R 06 " 

20 L 02 R 1/2 L31/2 R03 1-0, R 4 1/2 " 

21 R 12 R 01 L 05 R 03 9.0. R 02 " 

22 R 17 R 1 1/2 L 04 R 03 0:9. R 3 1/2 " 

23 R 20 L 1/2 L 01 wrong 7.0. R Ol " 

24 R 20 R 01 L 01 R 02 11,0; R3 1/2 " 

25 R 83 R 01 L 03 uU Jo 0.08 04 п 

26 В 13 U0 0 Û. Шо. R 04 " 

27 R 25 К 01 В 05 б.о. 0.0. R 02 " 

28 R 14 R 01 В. 01 U0. 0:0. R 03 " 

29 R 19 R 01 R 03 020, Uo R51⁄2 " 

30 R 38 R 01 R 01 0,0, 6.0. R 05 п 



TABLE 10 

Tests 8 & 9 

Errors іп Magslip Transmission, 
CDx to Guns 

(Recorded During Action) 

CD£ to T.F.D., T.F.D. to Guns 

Test-Zvent Range Bearing Range Bearing 

(Yards) (Minutes) (Yards) (Minutes) 

8-1 -05 -04 0 0 

8-2 +05 -05 0 0 

8-3 +40 -18 0 0 

8-4 +30 +02 0 0 

8-5 -05 +02 0 0 

8-6 +20 =06 0 +05 

8-7 +05 -05 -50 -10 

8-8 0 0 0 -05 

8-9 5 0 +05 
A 

8-10 L +10 -02 -25 +05 
V 

8-11 0 -25 0 

8-12 5 -50 +10 
A 

8-15 1, -05 -03 -50 -05 
ү 

8-14 0 +25 +05 

9-1 -20 0 +35 +05 

9-2 -10 0 %15 +05 

9-3 -15 -05 -05 0 

9-4 5 +40 -01 
А 

9-5 L -20 -03 +40 +04 
у 

9-6 0 +15 -01 

9-7 5 +05 -5 
А 

9-8 1, -15 -03 +50 0 
V 

9-9 0 +05 0 



TABLE 11 

Tests 8 & 9 

Performance of Guns 

Deviation of "Fortress Splash" from Expected Splash 

Test avent Gun # Bearing Deviation Range Deviation Remarks 

. (Minutes) (Yards) 

8 1 1 +04 +08 

2 1 +05 +14 

5 1 +78 -124 

2. 1 +01 +41 

5 1 409 455 

6 2 -12 +145 

7 3 -49 +97 

8 1 +12 +123 

9210411 All +15 +115 Salvo - spread 

(MPT ) 200 yards 

12,15,14 All -09 +50 Salvo - spread 
(MPI) 150 yards 

9 1 1 +09 -295 

2 2 0 -129 

3 3 +02 -250 

4,5,6 АЈ] +55 -60 Salvo - spread 

(MPI) 130 yards 

7,599 All 0.0. 0,0. Salvo - approx. 
spread 250 yards. 

5,5", + 2007 
14.5', + 240 

Gun 100% zones, Test 8 - 
(at 3/4 charge) Test 9 - 

I + I+ 



TABLE 12 

SPREAD ОР SALVOES . 
TESTS 8, 9, 10, ll, 12. 

Test 8; Events 9, 10, 11 Individual splashes not recorded. 
Events 12, 13, 14 Individual splashes not recorded. 

Test 9: Eventa 4, 5, 6 Range 15,000 yards 
Practice Shot C.P.C. 6 C.R.H. 3/4 Charge 
50% Length Zone = 60 yards 
50% Width Zone = 8 yards 

Ranges on Guna Deflection of Е. of Shot (Range Officers) 
Ë 14,950 -120 ) 
2 14,925 “60 )- Corrected Spread = 290 yards. 

#5 14,950 +170 ) 
Practical 100% Zone = 240 yards. 

Bearing on Guns Deflections of F. of Shot (Line Officers) 
#1 149965! L? 
#2 149°50! R? No conclusions, 
45 1490501 R? 

Test 9; Events 7, 8, 9. as above. 

Range on Guns Deflections of F. of Shot (Range Officer) 
#1 15,050 -80 
#2 15,075 -100 )- Corrected Spread з 130 yards. 
#3 15,050 -210 ) 

Bearing on Guns Deflections of F. of Shot 
#1 149%10! -40! ) 
#2 149°10! -40' )- Corrected Spread 05! = 22 yards. 
#5 149906! -40! ) 

Conolusions: Spreads within 100% Zone as 
far ав can be checked, 

Test 101 
Range 20,000 yards A.P.C. 6 С.В.Н. Full charge 

50% Length Zone = 60 yards 
50% Width Zone = 6 yards 

Range on Gun Deflections of F. of Shot (Fortress) 
#1 20,250 +70 yards #1, 3 guns spread = 142 yards. 
ие 20,250 +367 yards #2 сип shooting plus definitely. 
3 20,250 “72 yards 

Bearing on Gun Deflections (Fortress) 
#1 180915! +21 minutes #1, 3 guns spread = 12 yards. 

qus ec minutes F2 gun shooting left definitely. 
+19 minutes 

Test 11: 

Range 25,000 yards А.Р.С. 6 C.R.H. Full charge 
50% Length Zone = 80 yards 
50% Width Zone = 11 yards 

Range on Gun Deflections of F. of Shot (Fort) 
#1 25,325 +453 yards #1, 3 gun spread = 121 yards, 
$2 25,325 +670 yards F2 gun shooting plus definitely. 
#3 25,325 +332 yards 

Bearing on Gun Deflections (Fort) 
#1 - 181940! +29 minutes ) #1, 3 spread = 29 yards, 
t: рен +25 minutes (+18) )- #2 shooting left definitely. 

+25 minutes 

Test 12: 

Range 12,000 yards C.P.C. 3/4 Charge 6 C.R.H. 
BOX Length Zone = 50 yards 
50% Width Zone = 6 yards 

All guns at 12,150 yards, 180"06! 
Defleotions (Fortress) 

#1 +796 yards +20 minutes Spread of 1008 yards 
#2 -34 yards «4 minutes )- rango 24 minutes lino 
#5 -208 yards +l minute ) = 98 yards. 

due to faulty oharge. 



TABLE 13 

Test 7 

Osborne Head Tracking Errors on "Pasteur" 

(А11 data referred to Osborne Head) 

Event Fortress Target Bearing Range 

Position (minutes) (yards) 
Bearing Range Actual Deviation Actual Deviation 

ards Error from n Error fr я 

J. 225° 29! 11871 == == -- қ 

2 220° 51! 12400 -31 -55 +100 -4853 

3 216° 01" 12702 +14 +12 +1248 +665 

4 2109 15! 13242 +22 +20 +1133 +550 

9 205° 45! 14127 -50 -52 +373 -210 

6 201° 58! 15294 -01 -05 +406 -177 

7 1999 27" 16205 57 “39 +427 -104 

8 197° 02! 17206 -17 -19 +526 -57 

9 19592 17" 18075 +10 +08 +460 123 

10 193° 14! 19141 +11 +09 +459 -124 

11 1919.35" 20165 +15 +13 +495 -88 

12 189° 55! 21006 +13 +11 +624 +41 

13 188° 11' 21895 +11 +09 +585 +2 

14 186° 41! 22716 +04 +02 +574 -9 

15 1849 52! 23823 +10 +08 +652 -59 

16 183° 48! 24626 +20 +18 +619 -56 

17 182% 26! 25533 +04 +02 | +627 -44 

18 1819 06! 26590 +23 +21 +595 -12 

Average Bearing Error +02 Minutes 

Average Deviation from Average Bearing Error 15 Minutes 

All Events Omitting vents 1-4 

Average Range Error +583 +950 

average Deviation from Average Range Error 167 81 



TABLE 14 

TEST 7 

DUNCAN'S COVE ТНАСКІ С ERRCRS ON PASTEUR 

(All data referred to Duncan's Cove) 

FORTRESS TARGET рЇЛЇСАН35 COVE ERRORS 

EVENT — LOCATION — Bearing (Minutes) Range (Yards) 
Bearing Range (Yards) Actual Error Deviation fran Aotual Error Deviation э — — е == Mean Ё fran Mean 

1 03°40! 5975 -05 21 0 -208 

г 09915! 4925 +95 79 +190 -18 
3 189551 4245 -35 51 +155 -5$ 

4 = E = и 5 - 

5 602001 5100 +210 194 +100 -108 
6 889021 3125 | -82 98 +125 -85 
7 1069007 3590 | =45 61 +240 +52 
8 119950! 4365 +15 01 %250 +42 
9 127932! 5145 -22 58 +235 +27 
10 154915! 6230 +27 11 +130 -78 
11 138° 401 7279 0 16 +96 «112 
12 140915! 8532 +52 36 +163 =46 
13 1422111 9853 +14 ог +252 +44 
14 143907! 10341 +13 05 +339 +131 
15 1442101 11660 +10 06 (-685) (+) 
16 144947" 12616 +13 03 +325 +117 
17 14592197 15640 +06 10 +370 +162 
18 145°59! 14850 +11 05 +350 +142 
19 = - -21 - +690 = 
20 - - -21 - +690 - 
21 - - -06 - + 525 - 
22 - - «06 - | +750 - 
23 = +09 - + 780 =» 
24 = +13 - +825 - 
25 - 0 - +925 - 
26 - 0 - %1025 - 
27 - +05 - +965 - 
28 - -14 - %1175 - 
29 = +08 = +1115 = 
30 = +26 = +975 - 
51 +26 +1275 - 
32 +24 +1225 = 
33 | +24 +1250 = 

Events 1 = 18 Fortress fix assumed oorreot 
l9 = 38 CDX fix assumed correct (but target position assumed 150 yards ahead of CDX fix) 

Events 1 • 18 

Avero;;e Range Error +208 yards: Average Deviation from Averare Range Error 88 yards. 

Average Bearing Error +16 minutes: Average Deviation fran Avera е Bearing Error 37 minutes. 

Events 19 = 33 

Averare Runge Error +943 yards: Average Deviation 194 yards. 

Average Bearing Error +04 minutes: Averare Deviation 13 minutes, 
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